1 I employ the name Ha Ramabulana (Ramabulana's country) to focus on change from his era forward, and to define the house's potential reach to clients instead of a particular piece of land. It is not a territorial term that people used regularly or exclusively, but it is consistent with other houses' territorial labels (e.g., Ha Tshivhase). The term Boer here refers primarily to the agrarian white settler population of South African birth who spoke proto-Afrikaans dialects, although their interests often shared little beyond that. (r. 1896-1925) , were careful yet assertive in making their own claims to land, and the landscape of Venda communities under them was resilient yet responsive to influences from the south.
As with almost every other activity of the zar, the incremental developments in the Republic's system of land inspection and survey rarely had direct meaning for Ha Ramabulana and the other Venda polities in the region. The Ramabulanas ejected most Boer presence from the area around the mountains in the 1860s, and kept all agents of external authority, whether zar officials or missionaries, at arm's length. That limited state power meant that virtually the entire northern portion of the vast Zoutpansberg district (including the Soutpansberg Mountains themselves) formed a vast and persistent gap in the various archives in Pretoria that extended beyond the lifespan of the zar itself. There were few scientific surveys, positional measurements, route sketches, or even inspection drawings of the area before 1900, and those that existed came from missionaries or the handful of explorers who generally avoided the central mountains. Together with a lack of effective authority from Pretoria, general Venda wariness assured that very little reliable data about the landscape was initially available to the zar or to the British.
The poor state of European geographical knowledge of the northern Zoutpansberg was clearly visible on the maps that German-born cartographer Friedrich Jeppe produced between 1867 and 1899. Jeppe arguably did more than any other individual to compile maps from the geographical archive and correct them during the era between 1864 and 1899, and his status as a perennial bureaucrat in the various governments of the Transvaal-including the office of the
